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Deep Risk
The inhabitant of any city could order on his phone, sipping his morning coffee in bed, the various
on his doorstep. He could at the same moment and by the same means adventure his wealth in the
natural resources and new enterprise of any quarter of the world. He regards this state of affairs as
as aberrant, scandalous, and avoidable.
for everything. Only the above aren’t my words, and they aren’t modern1. They’re from John Maynard

But what is risk?
Ask one hundred different investors the question, you’re likely to get one thousand different answers.
Is it the price moving against you? Is it a company you own going bankrupt? Is it not being able to pay
your mortgage? Is it your brother-in-law making easier money in the market than you?
Academics wielding advanced statistics have their own approach, called Modern Portfolio Theory. Harry
Markowitz won a Nobel Prize for assuming that prices of securities move around at random, like gas
molecules in a beaker. The historical mean-variance2
future. The more the price moved around in the past, the riskier the investment. This model is nice in that
one can perform lots of mathematical wizardry to construct a portfolio with “known” quantities of risk and
you get to choose your dosage of risk and reward. At least that’s the theory taught in business schools.
When people have tried to use these concepts to actually invest, the false precision engenders
3

pandemic or a government default wasn’t in your historical dataset and all your correlations cease to
apply? Oops.

1 I only updated "London" to "any city," "telephone" to "on his phone,' and "tea" to "coffee."
2 Mean-variance is a fancy term for average change.
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People have taken these clever ideas and naturally added leverage to goose the returns. It works great,
until it spectacularly blows up in their faces. You have to be incredibly intelligent to lose billions of dollars.
(See: Long Term Capital Management)
What if the world of insurance offered clues to a better way to assess risk?
William J. Bernstein penned a delightful little book called Deep Risk
the mean-variance of Markowitz and instead uses history as a framework to transform investment risk into
an insurance problem.
1. What are the historical probabilities of a risk occurring?
2. What are the consequences of the risk?
3. What are the costs to insure against the risk?
Bernstein points out that risk isn’t one dimensional4. It’s more accurately described as an integral of:
[Size of Loss of Real Capital] x [Duration of Loss of Real Capital]
For example, a sudden 50% loss of real capital that was stationary for ten years, then miraculously

several years. (This advice isn’t for day traders.) If a company like Berkshire were to drop 20%
tomorrow, it’s a reasonably safe bet that it would recover within a decade.
Deep risk is the permanent loss of real capital. You never recover.

“What are the chances the person born today is going to have 7-8% growth and no big wars or trouble for
70 years? I’d say they’re almost zero… I don’t think it’s going to be as easy for the next generation as it
was for me.”
-- Charlie Munger, February 2020
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What is Safer: Stocks or Bonds?
The conventional wisdom is that bonds are safer than stocks. The subtle answer is it depends on the
timeline. Bonds do tend to squiggle less over the short term. However, the potential for permanent loss
is quite real. The developed world is likely blinded by the dramatic drop in interest rates over the last 40
years5. As a relevant proxy, the price of a home mortgage in the U.S. has fallen from roughly 20% to 3%.
Most of us have only experienced declining interest rates. Yet low rates aren’t etched on any tablet.
If your grandparents had purchased the “safe” government bonds of Japan and Germany during World
War II, they would have suffered a permanent -95% loss. Their pieces of paper became worthless.
Had they purchased ownership of businesses in those same countries at that time, their stocks would
have experienced a -90% hit, but they fully recovered within ten years. Deep vs. shallow risk in action.
That doesn’t mean stocks are can’t-miss propositions. The price you pay still matters. During the 1980s,
Then what happened? The return for Japanese large cap stocks from 1990-2013, containing many
names you know like Toyota and Sony, was -58%. It took you twenty-three years to lose more than half
of your money. Such is the importance of initial purchase price. Caveat emptor, Robinhooders.
1.
purchasing power. We can’t say the same thing for bonds.
Examples: Weimar Germany, Latin America, Zimbabwe
Odds of occurrence: Lots of examples of countries losing control over their currencies. On a long
enough timeline, it’s proved the fate of every currency. The dollar won’t be an exception.
Mitigation:
home mortgage, and some might argue gold or bitcoin.

and hold to maturity.
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A Tale of Two Halves

A Note From Lonnie

Lonnie
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Quick Item
Barring a vaccine miracle, it doesn’t look like the FSI Annual Bash is such a great idea for October. It’d be
nice to see everyone still, so please reach out to me so we can plan a catch up call or video conference.

As always, we’re thankful to have such great partners in this wealth creation journey.
Jake

